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____________________________________________________________________________________________
Abstract - In modern era different portable electronic equipment is beneficial from a power converter which is having
high efficiency with a wide input and output voltage ranges with a compact size. But conventional power converter
can’t able to maintain a wide operation range with high Efficiency, specially when up-and-down voltage is required.
This characteristics can be obtained in a single ended primary inductor converter (SEPIC).The single-ended primaryinductor converter (SEPIC) is a type of DC/DC converter which allows voltage at its output to be greater than, less
than, or equal to than at its input voltage. The output of the SEPIC is controlled by the duty cycle of the control
transistor/IGBT/MOSFET. This Paper goes into detail of simulation of open loop & closed loop control for the SEPIC
converter in MATLAB & results is analysed.
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____________________________________________________________________________________________
INRODUCTION
The single-ended primary-inductor converter (SEPIC) is type of DC-DC converter allowing voltage at its output to be greater
than, less than, or equal to that at its input. The output voltage of the SEPIC converter is controlled by controlling the duty
cycle of transistor or IGBT OR MOSFET. A SEPIC is a boost converter followed by a buck-boost converter, it is similar
to buck-boost converter, but has advantages of having the output has the same voltage polarity as the input, a coupling
capacitor transfer energy from the input to the output. During turn on time diode is reverse biased due negative polarity of
coupling capacitor and L2 is charged and L1 is charged through source and coupling capacitor is discharged. During turn off
of switch L1 charged coupling capacitor and L2 transfers its energy to output and diode is forward biased in this case.

Figure 1.1 SEPIC Technology

Figure 1.2 During On Time
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Figure 1.3 During off Time
1.2

Block Diagram

Figure 1.4 Block Diagram
As shown in block diagram we can regulate output dc voltage by changing duty cycle. Normally we have a.c. input voltage
then we converting that a.c. to unregulated dc by uncontrolled rectifier then that unregulated dc is given to dc-dc converter
which is SEPIC converter in our case which regulated dc output voltage. Filter capacitor is used to reduce ripple current.

Calculation
Duty cycle consideration
For a SEPIC converter operating in a continuous conduction mode , the duty cycle is given by.

Inductor Selection
• The ripple current flowing in equal value inductors L1 and L2 is given by:

The value of L1 & L2 is calculated by:

Power MOSFET Selection
• The peak voltage of switch is equal to Vin + Vout. The peak current is given by:

The RMS current through the switch is given by:
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Output Diode Selection
• The minimum peak reverse voltage the diode must withstand is:

SEPIC Coupling Capacitor Selection
• The selection of SEPIC capacitor, Cs, depends on the RMS current, which is given by:

The peak-to-peak ripples voltage on Cs:

Output Capacitor Selection
• The RMS current in the output capacitor is:

Open loop
(For Minimum Value)
180V AC

Continuous

Vpeak = sqrt(2) * 180 = 253.8V
powergui
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Waveform of inductor (L1) and capacitor (Cs)

Table 4.2 SEPIC Converter (For Maximum Value)
Input voltage
Duty ratio (%)
325 V

40.6

Output voltage
220 V

Output waveform of Voltage & Current
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Closed Loop

Figure 4.3 Closed Loop Control
Input voltage Output voltage
325 V
220 V
100 V
220 V
In closed loop control we get more accurate result then open loop control. You can change your reference input and by proper
tuning of PID controller you get accurate result as per your reference value, switching frequency is taken 39 KHz. Resistance
is taken as load which has value of 61.11 ohm value of L1, L2,coupling capacitor, filter capacitor is calculate by using
equation as shown.
Conclusion
The single-ended primary-inductor converter (SEPIC) has the ability to operate from an input voltage that is greater or less
than the regulated output voltage. Aside from being able to function as both a buck and boost, the SEPIC design also has
minimal active components, a simple controller, and clamped switching waveforms which provide low noise operation.
Simulation results of closed loop control show that we can control dc output voltage as per our requirement and it changes by
controlling duty cycle. In future, hardware of SEPIC converter will be implemented for speed control of dc motor.
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